
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Hello Neighbors: 
 

Well, we have been though quite a month on the mountain! Multiple red flag warning 
days, PG&E blackouts, home insurance cancellations, and Cabrillo’s opening gambit to 
close Kings Mountain Elementary School all may have left some wondering…where did 
the thanks in Thanksgiving go this year? Of course, the Echo cannot shirk from deliver-
ing negative as well as positive news. So, you will find our coverage of all these situa-
tions in this issue. Hopefully, you will see that community action taken thus far and in 
progress argues for optimism on all fronts. We can’t control high winds, but firefighter  
actions during recent emergencies are impressive (see page 3). Even better, the new 
fire truck pictured below and operational later this month will improve firefighting capabili-
ties even more. Expect this good news story in December, as if the truck were a holiday 
present that everyone’s work at Art Fair brought us for enhanced fire protection.  Like-
wise, reports on the insurance forum (pages 6-8) and school news (pages 14-15) lay out 
positive steps for going forward.  

Meanwhile, enjoy scenes and stories from our Spooktacular Halloween fun, plus in-
teresting and useful information from the fabulous stargazing evening organized by  
Venture Free (pg 16-17) and the Garden Clubs’ What Grows on Kings Mountain semi-
nar. Pump up your happiness quotient by attending one or all of these: yoga, pilates and/
or Tai Chi on offer weekly at the CC; KMA’s interesting Puma Project update meeting 
Nov. 18; movie night holiday film A Christmas Story screening on Dec. 4th, Garden 
Clubs’ Holiday Wreath Making Party, Dec. 7; and finally, the always wonderful KMA Holi-
day Celebration, Dec. 8th. If you are game to wander off the mountain, Marty’s recom-
mendation of the Niles Canyon Railroad is a winner. Lighted antique railroad cars will 
give you 90 minutes of old-time travel pleasure. Above and beyond all else, join Emily 
Phelps’ team of engaged mountain residents who are determined to save our school. 
KMAP is producing convincing alternative financial arguments. They need letter writing 
and bodies at board meetings from all of us to demonstrate their arguments that KMES 
brings value to the district beyond dollars. 

It takes a Mountain. 
 

Stay well and make it a Happy Thanksgiving, 

Eileen Fredrikson, Editor 
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer 
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist 
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The 2019 Art Fair 
was a Big Success! 

New E56 Fire Engine Arrives for Testing 



Announcing: No Immediate Migration from KM Yahoo Group 
 

New policies affecting Yahoo Group support generated considerable concern, chatter and suggestions about 
possible alternative services among neighbors this month. Our KM Yahoo Group moderators, Joe Rockmore and 
Jenn Soult put in extraordinary hours evaluating an array of services vs. how the new Yahoo Group policy would 
affect our usage needs. They decided to continue with the Yahoo service, giving time to evaluate the extent of 
negative impacts to the ease and effective usage our community currently enjoys. Their reasoning and the Yahoo 
change are presented below. The Echo commends these diligent moderators who are volunteers…of course. We 
thank them for their continuing follow up on behalf of our community.  
 

Yahoo Group Moderators’ Statement 
 

To all users of Kings Mountain Yahoo Group: we, your Yahoo group moderators, have done research and 
talked to many people about what to do about the changes to Yahoo group. In particular, should we shut down 
the Kings Mountain Yahoo group? How will the changes impact us? This is what we found: 

First, the changes to Yahoo groups are well described in the email below from Yahoo. Given these changes, 
we see no reason to do anything immediately with the Kings Mountain Yahoo group. We will continue to use it, 
with its reduced functionality, and see how it meets our community’s needs. If, in the future, we see that people 
stop using it in favor of Slack, Next Door, or some other approach, only then will we shut it down. It seems 
unlikely that this will happen, since much of the reduced functionality doesn’t affect us. In particular (with refer-
ence to the email below), being a private group, we always have only allowed joining by invitation (this addresses 
point 1 of the Oct 28 list and Dec 14 list). With regard to point 2 of the Oct 28 list, we will have to adapt a bit to 
this. If you want to include an image, for example, in a posting, you might have to host it somewhere else (on 
iCloud, Google drive, Dropbox, etc.) and provide a link to it (and the link might not be “hot,” meaning you won’t be 
able to click on it; instead you might have to copy and paste it into your web browser). We need to see how the 
new reduced functionality works. With regard to the second point of the Dec. 14 list, we don’t see this as affecting 
us much, as we never hosted much content (do you really care to see an image of something that was for sale 
one year ago?). 

We will revisit this decision in six months or so. If traffic on Yahoo is significantly down, and Slack up, that 
might tell us that the “new” Yahoo groups is not satisfying our needs, and we will then decide what to do. In the 
meantime, please be patient with the changes, adapt to them, and give us feedback if you can’t figure out how to 
do something in using the group and we will try to help you. 
   ….Rocky and Jenn 

Yahoo Announcement 
Dear Group Moderators and Members, 
Thank you for your commitment to Yahoo and for helping us define the power of digital communities. Eighteen years ago, we combined the 
functionality of a site called eGroups.com with a precursor community platform called Yahoo Clubs to launch Yahoo Groups. Since then, you 
and millions of others have helped prove our hypothesis, by creating and joining more than 10 Million groups.  
A lot has changed about the Internet since 2001, including the ways most people now use Yahoo Groups. Today, most Yahoo Groups activity 
happens in your email inbox, not on the bulletin boards where Yahoo Groups started in the pre-smartphone age. Increasingly, people want 
content and connections coming directly to them, and this is why we continue to invest in Yahoo Mail -- including the recent launch of a new 
Yahoo Mail app that is currently the highest-rated email app in the App Store and Google Play. 
So, as our users’ habits have evolved, we have begun the process of evolving our approach to help active Yahoo Groups thrive and migrate 
to our email platform. To help you plan for these changes, below is the schedule of how this transition will happen.  
Beginning October 28, 2019:  
• Users will be able to join a Yahoo Group only through an invite from the Group Moderator or by submitting a request to join a Group, which 
requires approval by the Group Moderator. 
• Since we are moving Group communication from posting on message boards to email distribution, uploading and hosting of new content will 
also be disabled on the Yahoo Groups website.  
Beginning December 14, 2019: 
• All Groups will be made private and any content that was previously uploaded via the website will be removed. We believe privacy is critical 
and made this decision to better align with our overall principles. 
• If you would like to keep any of the content you’ve posted or stored in the past within your Yahoo Group, please download it by Dec.14. 
As these dates get closer, we will send follow-up reminders. More information about the upcoming changes can be found here. 
While this evolution of Yahoo Groups is inspired by how we see the platform being used today, we know change can be difficult. Here are a 
few important facts as we make this transition: 
1. Yahoo Groups is not going away - We know that our users are deeply passionate about connecting around shared interests, and we are 
evolving Groups to better align with how you use it today. 
2. New groups can still be formed - Users can continue to connect with others around their common bonds and interests. From animal res-
cues to sporting and activity groups, civic organizations to local PTAs, members of our Yahoo Groups will remain connected and able to share 
their activities and interests. All of the content that you have shared previously on the website, can continue to be shared via email.  
We know that Yahoo Groups is an important online extension of your real-life group of friends, interests and communities, and we are commit-
ted to supporting communities that rely on Yahoo Groups. Thanks for coming along with us this far. We look forward to seeing where the tech-
nology -- and you -- take us in the decades to come. 
Sincerely, The Yahoo Groups Team 
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Kings Mountain Fire Department Update 
New Fire Engine 56 Undergoes Final Fitting and Inspection 

by Hank Stern, Assistant Fire Chief 
 

October 2019 was a particularly eventful and busy month for dangerous fire condi-
tions on Kings Mountain and California in general, with a high call volume for the Kings 
Mountain Fire Department (KMFD). The first week of October had one of many high-

wind, low humidity Red Flag warning events. This  
resulted in multiple planned PG&E power down 
events, along with an increased number of fire dis-
patches for the KMFD. For the month of October, the 
KMFD was dispatched to 31 incidents (about a 50% 
increase to the average call volume) including: 2 
vegetation fires, 3 structure fires, 3 fire alarm sound-
ing, 3 water tender group responses, and 9 smoke 
checks. The KMFD responded to these 31 incidents 
with an average of 4 personnel, and only 1 incident 
with no volunteer response. The vegetation fire 

along Skyline Boulevard just south of 92 on 24 October was kept to a small area, and 
no structures were threatened due to a fast response 
and multiple resources on-scene. 

The KMFD had the opportunity to test drive and per-
form final equipment fitting for the long-awaited, new 
Engine 56 last week. It will be put into service in the 
next few weeks. Good thing it fits into our garage (not 
much room to spare either)! 

New Engine 56 Arrives for Inspection and Testing 

KMFD Fighting Grass Fire 
on North Skyline 

Grass Fire on San Bruno Mountain 

Gazos Creek Grass Fire on Hwy 1 
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB MEETING on October 8, 2019  

 
MEETING Convened at 7:30 pm. 

 

ATTENDANCE: Jon Fredrikson, Joe Rockmore, Anna Roesch-Tubbs, Jim Sullivan, Kim Ohlund, Kathy 
Shubin, Steve Johnson, Tim German, Hank Stern, John Curcio, Matt King, Ted Thayer, and Tim Naylor 
(by phone).  

 
SECRETARY’S REPORT: Secretary Ted Thayer reported that the minutes for the September 10, 
2019 Board meeting were previously posted electronically and approved by a majority of Board members 
with no dissenting votes. 
 
TREASURER’S REPORT: Treasurer Anna Roesch-Tubbs reported on the year to date income and 
expenses. Net expenses are currently over plan; however, net income is also over plan, resulting in a 
Net Operating Income $4,000 over plan. In addition, reimbursements from San Mateo County are 
expected for current expenses, and the overall forecast is that net income will be better than plan by 
2019 year end. 
 
BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Building Manager Kathy Shubin reported the following uses of 
the Community Center in Sept 2019: 
 

Exercise/Dance Classes 12 

Monthly Community Board Meetings 3 

KMVFB Training & Maintenance 7 

Community Events/Parties 5 

Private Events/Parties 1 

TOTAL USES FOR THE MONTH 28 
 

 
FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: Chief Sullivan provided the Sept 2019 report:  
 

Medical aid 8 Vehicle accident 6 

Public assist 6 Firefighter standby 0 

Vehicle fire  0 Smoke check 2 

Structure fire 0 Vegetation fire 1 

Hazardous materials 1 Rescue 0 

Cover assignment 0 Alarm sounding 2 

Water tender group response 1 Trash fire 1 

TOTAL # RESPONSES FOR THE MONTH 28 AVERAGE # OF RESPONDERS 5.4 

Number of incidents with no Volunteer response:  0   
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OLD BUSINESS:  
 

New Truck Status: The Board received an update on the status of the new fire truck being 
constructed by Hi-Tech. The final work is being completed on the new truck, which is planned for 
pick up mid-October. 
 

Sale/Valuation of 1998 Freightliner Pumper: This item was continued to the next Board meeting 
after a short discussion where it was reported that the truck could be sold, but there is no great 
demand. 
 

Cell Tower Lease Extension Update: The Board discussed that there are 12-years left on the cell 
tower lease, and therefore no current obligation to renegotiate the current lease. The terms of the 
current offer to extend the lease are not beneficial to the Fire Brigade, and as such, no action was 
taken by the Board. 
 

Kings Mountain CERT Update: Three new members joined Kings Mountain CERT Carolyn 
Adams, Gail Burns, and Aurel Bouvier. There are now a total of 32 Kings Mountain CERT members. 
The CERT meeting on September 28 was a planning meeting for shelter operations, medical, and a 
ham radio test. The joint earthquake drill with KMFD has been re-scheduled to Saturday November 
9th.   
 

Communication Van Update: The Board discussed the potential for the communications van to be 
used by Kings Mountain CERT for communications and other support functions. The van would 
require reconditioning before being used by CERT, which would also require new tires and 
potentially new wheels. After a brief discussion, the board approved a maximum of $1,500 for new 
tires and wheels with four board members voting yes and one member voting no. 
 

Five Year Equipment and Building Improvement Plan for Art Fair Board: A draft five year plan 
for major maintenance and repair items for the community center was presented to the board. The 
Board discussed the potential need for a generator and other potential needs that may be added to 
the draft plan.  
 

NEW BUSINESS:  
 

Tree Removal: The Board was briefed on the need to perform hazard tree removal on the 
Community Center grounds. The first bid for removal of the hazard trees has been received and a 
second bid will be sought. The Board will consider both bids before a decision is made to contract 
for the tree removal.  
 
MEETING ADJOURNED at 8:20 pm.   NEXT MEETING: November 12, 2019 at 7:30 pm 
 
Respectfully submitted, Ted Thayer, Secretary 
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Town Hall Meeting: Wildfires & Dwindling Homeowners Insurance 
 

Many Kings Mountain and La Honda residents           
attended an informative briefing on California wildfires and 
their impact on homeowner’s insurance renewals on Satur-
day, November 2. Kings Mountain resident Ben Rosner and 
Realtor Valerie Trentor coordinated the meeting and invited 
four excellent speakers to brief the communities. 

David Shew, a retired Cal Fire Staff Chief, spoke about 
the National Fire Protection Association's Firewise Commu-
nity certification program. With climate change making mat-
ters worse and a history of poor forest management, wild-
fires are the “new normal” in California. David recom-
mended that Kings Mountain join the nationwide program, 

Firewise USA. A coordinated and focused effort in our community could reduce 
wildfire risks and possibly empower us to deal more effectively with the large       
organizations owning the hazardous forest lands surrounding our community.  
Next, there was a panel of insurance experts consisting of Janet Ruiz from the    
Insurance Information Institute, Rob O'Neill an Insurance Broker with a lot of        
experience in non-renewals, and Jim Breen a State Farm agent and lifelong     
resident of RWC.  

Janet Ruiz explained that there are three types of home insurance carriers, namely, admitted carri-
ers, specialty carriers, and the California Fair Plan. She explained that last year, for the first time, wildfire 
losses surpassed hurricane losses in the US. As a result, some admitted carriers have reduced cover-
age in some zip codes to balance out their risks across the state and across the nation. However, the 
basic message was, don’t panic if your carrier does not renew your coverage. Your carrier must give you 
at least 45 days cancellation notice before your renewal date. If you receive a cancellation notice, call 
your carrier to find out why they took that action. You may be able to correct some fire issue on your 
property so that your insurance will remain in force. Otherwise, contact other admitted or specialty carri-
ers or the California Fair Plan. 

Another important message was, be sure your insurable values are up to date. Construction costs 
are soaring in California, averaging $475 per square foot or more. 

California is one of a few states offering a "last resort" insurance plan called the California FAIR 
Plan. This is an insurance association that offers coverage to high-risk homeowners and renters in the 
state who have trouble obtaining coverage through another insurer. The maximum coverage is currently 
$1.5 million, but this will rise to $3 million next spring. It's only coverage for fire (so you also need to get 
wrap around coverage from a standard agency to cover contents, liability, etc.), and is definitely more 
expensive than most insurance.  

Ben Roster said, “there are still some agencies offering new policies (which is critical to preserve our 
property values up here), but our neighbors to the south (South Skyline) and west (La Honda) have 
been hit very hard, and it may be just a matter of time until we see it too.” He encouraged residents to 
write to Marc Berman, Jerry Hill, and Governor Newsom urging them to implement five legislative rec-
ommendations that were put out last year by the CA Dept of Insurance in order to protect the insurance 
market. These are the recommendations: 

1. Insurers agree to offer, issue, and renew policies for properties meeting specific mitigation and defensible-
space criteria, 

2. Insurers offer premium credit for properties meeting mitigation criteria, 
3. Insurers will only be permitted to use a “wildfire-risk model” if the model has been filed with and approved by 

the Insurance Commissioner, 
4. The homeowner has the right to appeal a score or factor of a wildfire risk prediction model, 
5. CDI will be granted authority to obtain data from insurers in order to examine the aggregated California pre-

mium-and-loss data by wildfire risk (e.g., the data used by CALFIRE’s model) to create a wildfire-
exposure-risk manual similar in concept to the frequency and severity bands manual used by auto    
insurers in developing private passenger auto rates. 

According to California Insurance Commissioner Ricardo Lara, “We are seeing an increasing trend 
across California where people at risk of wildfires are being non-renewed by their insurer. I have heard 
from many local communities about how not being able to obtain insurance can create a domino effect 
for the local economy, affecting home sales and property taxes.” 
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Kings Mountain Residents: Should We Join FIREWISE USA? 
 

As David Shew described at the Town Hall meeting, wildfires have become the “new normal” in Cali-
fornia. Unfortunately, we can probably look forward to more fires with greater severity in future years. 

One small step to make our homes safer would be for us to create a new FIREWISE organization to 
work on wildfire prevention on Kings Mountain. We would create a map that identifies areas of success-
ful wildfire risk reduction and areas where improvements could be made. Neighbors could get together 
to arrange for chipping services and to help each other cut and control brush and high grasses. We 
would all benefit, and it is possible that some insurance companies may offer discounts if we join this 
program. It would show the insurance industry that we are taking action. 

However, Kings mountain is just an island among thousands of acres of forest land owned and con-
trolled by other organizations. These include the Midpeninsula Open Space District, San Mateo County, 
the San Francisco Watershed, Caltrans, and others. If we form a community group under FIREWISE, 
we may be able to work with some of these organizations and get them to correct hazardous conditions 
on their nearby properties. 

We'd like to form an exploratory committee to find out if there is interest in creating a new 
FIREWISE organization. If you'd like to help, please contact Jon Fredrikson fredrikson@comcast.net 
who has volunteered to try to form an exploratory committee. (It would be great if we could get some 
younger Kings Mountain residents to take over this new organization if it is established.) 
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KMA Board Meeting 
Wednesday, October 9, 2019 

 

KMA Board Meeting 
Wednesday, October 9, 2019 

 
Attending: Board Members Cindy Oldham, Cindy Phelps, Betsy Rix, Eric Soult, Jenn Soult, 
Amber Steele. Regrets: Marlene Stern, Holly Winnen. Guests: Eileen Fredrikson, Echo Editor. 
 
President Jenn Soult called the meeting to order at 7:03 pm. 
 
Approval of Minutes: The minutes were approved on line and published in the October Echo. 
 
Treasurer’s Report: Eric reported on treasury status and activity, no activity this month. 
 
Walk-Ins: Eileen reported that Canyon Ranch needs to cancel the Kings Mountain Open House, 
which had been scheduled for late October. Parking issues were cited.  
 
Blood Drive: A tentative date of January 11 for the next blood drive has been set. 
 
Zero Waste: Amber has posted on social media that people should consider bringing their own 
cups, etc. to events to minimize the use of disposable products.  
 
Community Survey: The KMA sponsored community survey being developed by Maria 
Polonchek and others who were involved in organizing the KMES town hall meeting earlier this 
year was distributed to the Board for suggestions. 
 
Music Night: Power or no power, the event will take place under the stewardship of David 
Kaufman on Friday, November 11.  Marlene and Amber will attend. 
 
Halloween: Pat and Larry Mann are organizing with their faithful crew. KMA Board members who 
can attend will assist with games and other activities. 
 
Puma Project: Felidae has installed some cameras on the mountain and they are being 
monitored by local volunteers. The Foundation would like to come and do another presentation 
and training, an information meeting, and a check-in. The potential date is Monday, Nov. 18th. 
 
Insurance Presentation: A local resident is organizing this event to be held late morning on 
Saturday, November 2.  A KMA board member needs to be there to assist. 
 
Parcel Tax Meeting: KMA is hosting a community information and discussion event on Thursday, 
November 10. 
 
Holiday Party: Decorating will take place on Friday, December 6th. Set up for the party will be 
after yoga on the day of the party, Sunday, December 8. The Board will supply some hearty food, 
both meat and vegetarian, to supplement the potluck. Board members will follow up on the flyer 
and social media publicity, music and photos.  
 
The meeting adjourned at 8:40 pm. 
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KMA HOLIDAY CELEBRATION
Share the laughter and joy of the Holidays 

with your friends and neighbors  
Sunday December 8th at 5p.m. at the KM Community Center

Menorah Lighting at 5:45

Santa arrives at 6p.m.

KMA will provide beverage & main entree

Please bring a snack to share.
A-M Dessert N-Z side dish

                      Music  *  Santa * Photos *  fun * and  food
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Notice 
 

Request for Grant Funds Kings Mountain Art Fair 2019 
 

The Art Fair Board is requesting grant applications from Kings Mountain Community-
based Non Profit 501(c)(3) Organizations.  
 

According to the by-laws of the Kings Mountain Art Fair “the purpose of this Corpora-
tion is to sponsor fund raising and distribution of funds primarily for the current and 
long term support of the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Incorporated, a non-
profit organization, and secondarily for other community non-profit organizations that 
provide services as well as social, civic, and educational opportunities for members 
of the Kings Mountain community.” 
 

Grant requests should include your total budget and other sources of income and 
should specify the funds requested for calendar year 2020. 
 

Grant requests are due on December 13, 2019. Please submit them in hard 
copy to:  

Beverly Abbott, Executive Director, KMAF 
13000 Skyline Blvd., Woodside CA 94062 

 

And electronically to: bjkabbott@aol.com  

 

Kings Mountain Puma Project Update 
 

Monday, November 18, 2019 
7:00 to 9:00 pm, Kings Mountain Community Center 

 

Felidae and the Bay Area Puma Project will present initial findings from three 
months of trail camera work conducted for the Kings Mountain Puma Project. 
Please join us on Monday November 18 from 7 to 9 pm at the Kings Mountain 
Community Center. Please encourage your friends and neighbors to join us. We 
will also discuss the continuing phases of the project and the help we may need to 
complete the research.  
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Celebrating Another Fantastic Spooktacular on the Mountain 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Many Thanks for Making the Halloween Spooktacular, SPECTACULAR!!!  
First, thanks to our wonderful Kings Mountain Community members for 
stepping out in costume for the annual Halloween Spooktacular. Partici-
pants ranged in age from six months to . . . well. . . I’ll let you fill that in! Al-
though everyone stepped in to help with candy distribution (i.e. throwing 
and other needs), there are certain players who deserve top-billing. First, 
the KMA Board and President Jenn Soult for sponsoring the event. Next, to 
Linda Elliott and Kathy Shubin who gave hours to help set-up. Thanks too, 
to Larry Mann and Nick Alafouzos who blew the leaves off the deck and 
property before the event (no small task after our gustiest of winds). 
Thanks, too to Sandy Shapero for the decoration donation. As the party began, Marilyn Alafouzos 
joined Linda in the kitchen to distribute food and beverages while Kathy ran games with husband Eliot. 
Also managing games and helping with clean-up so efficiently, were Eric Soult, Betsy Rix, Marlene and 
Hank Stern, Cindy Phelps (who also served as candid photographer), Holly Winnen, Sarah Carlson, 
Kim Ward (who also loaned us ‘Esther’ the skeleton), Marcia Rudd, Kathy Kennedy-Miller, daughter 
Erin, and husband Dave. The Gold Medal for volunteering at every Halloween Party goes to Alma 
Fletcher! The Prize Table and the ‘Spooky Pooky’ would not be the same without Alma! Finally, thanks 
to Jan Lundberg, our favorite Mountain photographer who volunteered her time, talent and photo-
graphic supplies to provide long-lasting memories for our “Trick or Treaters” families. In the spirit of 
Halloween, dare I say, it is very S-C-A-R-Y to know that I may have forgotten to mention everyone who 
helped. If I did, I am H-O-R-R-I-F-Y-I-N-G-L-Y sorry. Thanks to all. How blessed I am to live here.  
With gratitude, Pat Mann   
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November 2019 School News 
Despite weeks of dismal budget deficit projections from the district, KMES 

teachers have powered through, keeping the school learning environment 
strong and vibrant. Every classroom will have completed lesson targets by 
subject across the curriculum by the trimester end on Nov. 8th. Naturally, our 
size and rural environment makes many things possible that are not likely to 
be duplicated anywhere else. For example, when KMES lost power during a 
2/3 math unit, the whole class went outside and continued the lesson using 
chalk on the blacktop to work out the problems. Teachers also can and do co
-ordinate a subject across all grades to suit all ages. In October, science les-
sons emphasized design. All grades explored the design process as it per-
tains to Life, Earth and Engineering Sciences.  

K/1 delved into whether design is an important attribute for scientists. Stu-
dents designed shark cages needed by marine biologists to study creatures 
of the sea. Students pondered the “driving question” of the lesson: Does my 
creation/design do the job?   
The 2/3 class created informative posters to explore and 
illustrate the life cycle of animals and plants including life-
span, habitat and adaptations. 
The 4/5 class studied electrical circuits: what makes a cir-
cuit, avoiding short circuits, what is opened and what is 
closed? Students designed and made a flashlight using a 

straw, copper tape, button battery and LED. 
The new emphasis on project-based lessons combined with the new 

Makers Space has expanded and energized learning. Students love to work 
in the science classroom Makers space. The 4/5 class capped off their Sustainable Housing 
Project by designing and constructing scale models of their housing solutions. Among other 
applications, skeleton masks and other spooky themed designs were created by the k-1 & 2-3 
classes. Naturally, the month ended with the traditional Halloween parade at 7:45 before class. 
All manner of creepy critters showed up at school early and stayed all day as hijinks (and 
learning) continued until school was out.  
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If the current round of school closure proceedings 
has depressed your spirits, the Echo offers this further 
validation about the caliber of education our kids are 
receiving: upon arriving to drive for a Cunha 6th grade 
Honor Roll field trip, a parent found his daughter’s   
entire KMES 5th grade class waiting for him             
because…every single KMES student had made the 
middle school honor roll. Pretty telling education out-
come, I would say. 

 

 
KMES Closure Update; Round 1 

 

Following the meeting at KMES where Cabrillo District Superintendent, Sean 
McPhetridge, laid out expected budget deficit projections, the first salvo of spending 
cut proposals has been made public. This begins a process that may not end until 
Gavin Newsom’s May revision of the state budget that finalizes K-12 spending levels 
for the 2020-21 school year. In the meantime, our community is on notice that the com-
plete closure of Kings Mountain Elementary School is on the list of an estimated $3.7 
million in spending cut proposals that have been sent to the Cabrillo District School 
Board. The estimated savings to the district from closure of KMES is $162,000 annu-
ally. There are no FTE (Full Time Equivalent salaries) noted on the KMES cut pro-
posal, thus, the amount is presumably operating expense savings, with our teachers 
being offered other jobs within the district.  

KMAP President Amber Stariha sent us this message: Decisions about exactly 
what the board will choose to cut will occur at the December board meeting. Right now, 
this is simply a list of possible items along with the monetary savings associated with 
them. It is sobering to see this all on paper, but we cannot get bogged down with de-
feat...now more than ever we will need everyone to be engaged in our advocacy efforts 
on behalf of our beloved school. It will absolutely “take a mountain” to see our school 
through this challenging time, but it’s not the first or last hurdle our community has had 
to overcome and we can get it done if we work together. Coastside KMES parents are 
organizing advocacy efforts below, and Emily Phelps is the point person for Kings 
Mountain. KMAP believes that overwhelming support from Kings Mountain residents 
who do not have kids in school will deliver the strongest message to the school board. 
Please see the Yahoo Group message from Cindy Phelps for guidance about sug-
gested actions we can all take writing letters which will be hand carried to school board 
members and/or attending board meetings. In addition, Emily Phelps’ committee is put-
ting together a group signature letter which will be posted (in sheet protectors) at all 
mountain mail box groupings for people to read and sign. They will announce this on 
the Yahoo Group and with signs at mail boxes when the letter is ready. 

 
Editors Note: If all this has thoroughly depressed you, we recommend you plan attend the 

Annual Stone Soup Celebration at KMES on Friday, November 22nd at 11:15 am. Your editor 
has done this for several years and it is a sure way to put the “Thanks” into your Thanksgiving. 
Using the classic Stone Soup fable about how working together can make the bleakest ingredi-
ents into a feast, each KMES classroom performs its unique interpretation of the story. The 
Celebration concludes with a Stone Soup lunch served to all on specially decorated tables. It is 
enough to warm your heart as well as your belly. All residents are invited. 

Skeleton Study During Mystery Science 
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Venture Free Foundation Stargazing Event  
Kings Mountain Elementary School 

October 26, 2019 

On Saturday night, October 26, 2019, Venture Free Foundation 
(“VFF”) sponsored a stargazing event for people of all ages. The 
fundraiser benefitted VFF’s after-school program, scholarships, 
and its outreach programs. The fact that the event was even 

considered reflects the optimism and can-do attitude of the folks at VFF. There could easily have 
been an overcast sky, or rain, or no power for the videos presented to the audience, but none of that 
quite happened. Emily Phelps set up the program, finding two excellent speakers with the able 
assistance of Kelly Sanderson. The two stellar speakers were:  

• Dr. Elisha Polomski, who got her Ph.D. in astronomy at the University of Florida and her B.S. 
in Astronomy from Wellesley College and now teaches the subject at College of San Mateo. 
She is an accomplished public speaker who knows her subject inside out and communicates 
it extremely well. She is also a world class canoeist, and has paddled her canoe all over 
Canada and the U.S. 

• Kimberly Long, who got her Associates degree in astronomy from Foothill College and is now 
in the astronomy program at University of California, Santa Cruz (in which she had an 
intensive internship over the summer). Kimberly is a gifted speaker with contagious 
enthusiasm for her subject and a well-honed sense of humor. She is a Bay Area native, 
having grown up in Novato.  
 

By the official start time of 6:30 PM, the sun had just set in a nearly cloudless sky. The 70 or so 
people in attendance were stocking up on the hot and cold drinks and wide variety of snacks on offer 
before seating themselves on camp chairs and blankets in front of the projection screen and 
speakers’ table. Many of the children entertained themselves with games and by running around the 
periphery of the playground with glow sticks and light wands. As several incandescent meteors from 
the Orionid meteor shower streaked across the sky, viewers gasped and shouted. (This meteor 
shower appears each year as Earth passes through debris in the trail of Hailey’s Comet.) 
 
VFF director Emily Phelps introduced the two main speakers. Using their deep knowledge of 
astronomy and astrophysics, they proceeded to enlighten and entertain the energized attendees 
watching in the gathering gloom. Each speaker had also brought a telescope for viewing the stars 
and planets after the presentations were over.  
 
Elisha Polomski went first, wowing the audience with a dazzling video featuring footage shot by 
NASA’s New Horizons, the first spacecraft ever to visit the dwarf planet Pluto. Some highlights from 
her talk and the video: 
 
 New Horizons, built by the Applied Physics Laboratory, launched from Cape Canaveral in 2006. 
 In 2007, it swung by Jupiter to pick up speed from that planet’s immense gravity, reaching a 

speed of 52,000 mph by the time it passed within 7,800 miles of the surface of Pluto 8 years later.  
 It reached Pluto in 2015, sending back the first high resolution photos of it and Charon ever shot.  
 New Horizons discovered four additional moons of Pluto—Styx, Nix, Kerberos and Hydra. 
 The video vividly displayed the enormous pink-hued heart-shaped formation on one side of Pluto. 
 New Horizons then zoomed into the Kuiper Belt beyond Pluto and on January 1, 2019, flew by 

Ultima Thule, the farthest and most primitive object in the Solar System ever visited by satellite. 
 Ultima Thule is highly unusual: the pictures of it look like two brown potatoes stuck together.  
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Next, Kimberly Long gave an equally fascinating presentation focused on the life cycles of stars. Her 
presentation included diagrams of the four stages of a star’s life and animations of key stellar 
events. Here are some highlights: 

 Stars are born from nebulas, gigantic interstellar clouds of dust and gas.  
 Over millennia, hydrogen in the nebula is pulled together by gravity and begins to spin. 
 As the gas spins ever faster, it heats up and turns into a protostar. 
 When the protostar heats up to 15 million degrees, nuclear fusion commences in the core.  
 The protostar begins to glow brightly, it contracts a little, and it then becomes stable.  
 This is now a main sequence star; it will remain in this stage for millions or billions of years. 
 This is the stage our Sun is at right now and at which it will remain for the next four billion years.  
 When the hydrogen supply in the core begins to run out, the star becomes unstable and contracts.  
 The outer shell of the star, still mostly hydrogen, starts to expand. As it does, it cools and glows red, 

becoming a red giant. 
 The greater the mass of a star, the shorter its life. (Moral of this story: Avoid obesity.) 
 With low-mass stars (like our Sun), after the helium produced by nuclear fusion of hydrogen has fused 

into carbon, the core collapses again and becomes a white dwarf, and finally a black dwarf.  
 All high-mass stars (10 times or more the size of our Sun) eventually explode in a supernova.  
 Two different outcomes are possible after that: 

• If the remnant of the explosion is 1.4 to 3 times as massive as our Sun, it becomes a neutron 
star, extremely dense with correspondingly high gravity and magnetic field. 

• The core of a massive star that has more than about 3 times the mass of our Sun after the 
supernova becomes a black hole, sucking in all matter and energy, which comes near it.  

Shortly after the large screen video presentations ended and the projector was turned off, people 
were invited to look through the telescopes set up on the playground, including an 8” Meade 
refractor with a motor drive. The building lights were already dim, but shortly after the actual star 
watching commenced, PG&E, ever helpful, turned off the power to the school (and the whole of KM). 
The skies did indeed grow slightly darker, making for excellent viewing of a host of celestial objects. 
This was a good thing, because smoke from Sonoma County wildfires was detectable in the 
atmosphere, creating a bit of haze. 
 

Using the telescopes, and with Dr. Polomski's help, we were able view many spectacular sights, such as: 
 M31, the great spiral galaxy of Andromeda. (Spoiler alert: Andromeda is on course to collide with our 

own Milky Way galaxy, although not until 4.5 billion years from now, fortunately.) 
 Viewers saw a (possibly Swedish?) double star—one blue, one yellow—in Scorpio.  
 Other favorites were Jupiter and some of its moons.  
 We also saw a globular star cluster, an area so dense with stars that they filled the field of vision. 

 

Dr. Polomski also used a very high-powered laser to trace the shapes of many constellations in the 
night sky, pointing out individual stars, including Polaris, Arcturus and Vega (also seen in the Jody 
Foster movie Contact) and Northern Cross, Summer Triangle and Ursa Minor constellations.  
 

Afterward, VFCC kids expressed their excitement about stars to Emily, especially when they could 
watch while running around and playing at school at night. The Pluto presentation seemed to be a 
favorite of parents as well as the enjoyment of sharing an evening event with the whole family. One 
guest volunteered to come back to VFCC to show kids more through the telescope. Overall, the 
evening accomplished its goals of being educational and entertaining, while helping VFF with its 
fund-raising. 
 

The VFF staff has learned from the stargazing event and plan to apply its lessons to a bigger and 
better VFF astronomy event next year. It seems likely that if stargazing 2.0 comes to KMES and 
VFCC next October—provided the clouds, rain, smoke, power supply and other variables 
cooperate—the second coming of VFF Stargazing will be even better attended and more successful 
that the inaugural event. Emily and the VFF staff certainly hope so.  
 

By Chris Reynolds, Kings Mountain Echo Special Beat Reporter   
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January 11th

9a.m.-2p.m. KMA
Blood Drive

by visiting

Schedule an appointment to DONATE

Vitalant.org
Click    DONATE    (in the orange circle)

Click       DONATE BLOOD  (at the top of the page)

Enter Sponsor Name: Kings Mountain Community

Click on Kings Mountain  Community.... and you can fill in an appointment slot

Questions??  email Cindy  at    cindylovesmarty@gmail.com

save the date
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Join us at the Community Center for another KMA  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

on Wednesday, December 4 at 7:00 pm (snacks) - film starts at 7:30 pm. 
 

A Christmas Story 
 

It's the final days before Christmas in 
early 1940’s Cleveland, and 9-year-old 
Ralphie wants one thing from Santa 
Claus more than anything else: a Red 
Ryder Carbine Action Air Rifle. As he 
trudges through the snow to school, 
faces the neighborhood bully and visits 
a malevolent department store Santa 
Clause, Ralphie yearns for the most 
fabulous Christmas present ever, in this 
heartwarming, hysterical and sweetly 
nostalgic holiday film. Based on stories 
by Jean Sheppard.  Dir. Bob Clark, 
1983, 98 min. PG. 
 

“Both warmly nostalgic and darkly 
humorous, A Christmas Story deserves 
its status as a holiday perennial.” – 
Rotten Tomatoes, Critics Consensus.  
 

“You'll shoot your eye out, kid.” –  All 
the adults in the movie.   
 

Sure, you’ve seen it – but have you 
seen it on the big screen surrounded by 
friends and neighbors with a warm hot 
toddy at your side?  

 

The film series is sponsored by KMA. All movies screen at the Community Center and 
are free. Feel free to bring a snack to share. The fun (i.e., snacks!) starts at 7:00 pm; the 
film screens at 7:30 pm.   
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Coffee, tea and spiced cider provided. 

 
 

Kings Mountain Garden Club 
 
 

Wreath Making Party 
 

Saturday, December 7, 2019  9:00 am to 12:00 noon 
Community Center 

Everyone is welcome! 
 

Bring your favorite cookies to share. 
Also, bring wreath frame, clippers and any extra materials. 

Coffee, tea and spiced cider provided. 

Everyone is invited to attend this free Garden Club event. No experience 
is needed. If you do not have a frame, the club will have some for sale at 
very reasonable prices. If you have greens on your property that would be 
appropriate as the green foundation for your wreath, please bring it along 
and some for others to share. Our seasoned wreath makers will have plenty 
of greens and other material for the taking. Many members bring ribbons or 
other personal items that may adorn their wreath. Acorns, small ornaments, 
photographs, etc are perfect for creative people, and not so creative people, 
to make their own holiday wreath.  

Please join in on the fun. You will not be disappointed! 
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 November Kings Mountain Garden Club News 

 What Grows on Kings Mountain? 
 

Kings Mountain Garden Club Seminar, October 13, 2019 
 

Member Leaders: Betty Johnson and Marguerite Kaufman 
 

 

An interested group of neighbors gathered for a Sunday afternoon Garden Club 
seminar focused on growing plants on Kings Mountain. Information about soil, tem-
perature, and water framed a general discussion about what grows well on Kings 
Mountain and why. Seminar leaders, Marguerite and Betty, live at opposite ends of 
Kings Mountain and have very different soils, temperatures, and amount of natural 
water (rain fall and fog). A graph of the different zones from near Highway 92 to 
Bear Gulch Road area was passed out to illustrate these variances.  

 

Photos of plants that grow well from one end of Kings Mountain to the other 
were shown and discussed. Some plants that need full sun at one end of the area 
may need more shade at the other end. There were many questions, but many re-
mained as time ran out. Interest was high in continuing to hold Garden Club semi-
nars on plants and planting on the mountain.  

There were brochures from the Rhododendron Society, as well as catalogs and 
gardening magazines available to view. Betty had purchased some plants at the SF 
Botanical Garden sale, which she kindly made available at cost to the attendees. 

Kings Mountain Community Skyline Profile 

Zone 4 
Open Grasslands 

Zone 3 
Open Moun-

tain Top 

Zone 2 
Redwood Forest Zone 1 

Fog Bank 
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 November 2019 
 

by 
Marty Eisenberg 

Things coming up!  I’ve mentioned before the annual Holiday Train of Lights operated 
by the Niles Canyon Railroad. It’s a magnificent 90-minute trip aboard a classic old steam 
railway with holiday lights and spirits ablaze every holiday season. See www.ncry.org. Get 
tickets now. They sell out fast!  

Next year, 2020, is a leap year. We get to work (or play) an extra day! You always know a 
leap year – it’s every year evenly divisible by 4, right? Wrong! If the year is divisible evenly by 
100, then it’s NOT a leap year. Well, almost! If the year is divisible evenly by 400 then it IS a 
leap year! Who devised this crazy system? 

 

Don’t shoot the photographer (yet!): I looked admirably at my image appearing upon 
pages 2 and 5 of the September ECHO, bedecked in bright red supervisorial Cookshack 
apron, on brief “siesta” in a corner of the pantry amidst photos of volunteer teams toiling to 
ready meal service for the art fair hordes. Credit the photos to our esteemed ECHO photog-
rapher, Bill Goebner, seeking to capture the sweet look of exhaustion, which at some point 
befalls nearly all the “Red Aprons”. But the real story is…. I was coming down with some ail-
ment and by Fair’s end I was good and sick; eventually diagnosed with pneumonia which had 
gotten to the point that what were ultimately determined to be infection-induced nodules in 
my right lung were, for a period of weeks, suspected of being malignant. (And I thought the 
photographic tarnish to my “Super-Hero” image was unsettling!) Several CT scans later, I’m 
pleased to report I’m fully recovered so Bill will again have me to photographically kick 
around a few more years. Join with me in looking for his 2020 “fair and balanced” Art Fair pic-
torial of me daily carting the chili pot from ‘frig to burner and box upon box of burgers and 
sausages to their staging points for grilling (between naps, of course!). 

 

Inflation exposed. In 1803, the United States government purchased 827,000 square 
miles of land just west of the Mississippi from France -- the Louisiana Purchase -- for $15 mil-
lion. In 1867, the United States government purchased 586,412 square miles of land from 
Russia -- the Alaska Purchase -- for $7.2 million. (Its purchase was publicly thought to be a 
big mistake made by U.S. Secretary of State William Seward and was long referred to as 
“Seward’s Folly”.) 2019: The President’s new fleet of 2 Boeing 747 “Air Force Ones” is now 
estimated to cost $5.2 billion! That’s more than 700 Alaska’s! 

Wildfires and homeowner’s insurance. The potential of a wildfire changing our lives and 
financial well-being has never been more on our minds. After dedicated first responders, our 
homeowner insurance policies are our next line of defense. I will devote substantial portions 
of the next several “Musings” to the serious subject of homeowner’s insurance to enable 
readers to understand their homeowner’s policy and become better informed about what it is, 
what it isn’t and what policyholders can consider doing to make it more useful in event of a 
community catastrophe.  
_____________________________________ 
“I’m just one stomach flu away from my goal weight.” [This quote from The Devil Wears 
Prada (a 2006 American comedy-drama based on Lauren Weisberger’s 2003 novel of the 
same name) is now a lead-in encouraged by the National Science Teacher’s Association for 
use by biology and life sciences teachers to start conversations about body image and nutri-
tion among teenagers.] 
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November 2019 Kings Mountain Community Calendar 

The Kings Mountain Echo is published monthly by the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Inc, a non-profit, 
volunteer organization. The Editor is Eileen Fredrikson. All opinions are those of the commentator/writer and not 
those of the publisher.  
Echo submissions should be emailed to eileenfredrikson@comcast.net Please reference “the Echo” in the     
subject line. The Echo deadline is the 26th of each month. The editor retains discretion to edit all submissions for 
space and content.  

Dec. 8 
KMA Holiday Party 

5:00 pm 
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